


Crop Information to make the Right Decisions
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Wide-area monitoring of oil production-

related surface movements at Burghan

oilfield, the largest oilfield in Kuwait,

identifies surface displacements

related to different activities. 

Surface movement monitoring at a

subway construction site in Budapest

(Hungary) documents tunneling-related

surface displacement for a large number

of points. Further, highly non-linear

signals related to specific tunneling

activities have been resolved. 

Vertical Surface Displacement

Vertical Surface Displacement

Reliable Monitoring of Surface Movement with Millimetre Precision

• Reliable: weather

independent & secured 

access.

• Regular: updates every 

11 days possible.

• Flexible: processing

techniques adaptable 

to surface conditions.

The damages to buildings caused by subsurface

mining, excavations, or underground engineering;

the destruction of road or rail networks following

landslides; severe ground movements resulting

from compaction of reservoirs or stimulation activities

in large oilfields - whether caused by man-made

activities or natural events: effects can be very

sudden and far-reaching, and may endanger

infrastructure and even human lives.

Astrium  GEO-Information Services' Surface Movement

Monitoring Service reliably determines surface

displacements even in millimetre range: information

that is crucial for persons and/or authorities ensuring

the security or effective performance of the above-

mentioned activities.

Depending on requirements and surface conditions,

different technical approaches are chosen, yielding

point-wise surface movement information with densities

exceeding 10,000 points per square kilometre (under

optimum conditions e.g. in urban areas). 

The distribution and density of the measuring points

depends on surface conditions. Specific landmarks

(e.g. buildings or outcrops) deliver individual points,

which are located according to their spatial distribution

(e.g. buildings in an urban area). 

Seamless movement information can be derived if the

surface is homogenous and temporarily stable in

terms of radar backscatter (e.g. rocky deserts).

Information for individual points comprises surface

movement rates as well as temporal evolution of

surface movements. 

Artificial corner reflectors can be used in order to

establish additional points in areas where no or only

sparse “natural” points are available (e.g. in agricultural

areas). 

To ensure a frequent acquisition of the status and a

detailed identification of movements, high-resolution

radar data, typically acquired by TerraSAR-X, is

used. It is particularly suitable for monitoring fast

changing surface movements with complex and/or

small-scale movement patterns, as the satellite can

cover the target area as frequently as every 11 days,

independent of weather conditions. As Astrium

GEO-Information Services holds the exclusive

commercial exploitation rights for this satellite, a

uniquely dependable data access is guaranteed.

For less frequent updates and lower temporal

resolutions (typically monthly repetitions), Astrium

GEO-Information Services resorts to medium-resolution

radar data: various spaceborne radar sensors are

suitable to detect and monitor large-scale and / or

slow-changing surface movements. 


